A Brick-ture is Worth a
Thousand Words! Each
family member builds
an object – realistic or
wildly fantastic – and
then another family
member tells a story
about the object.

Race to the Finish!
Using only LEGO® bricks,
see who can build the
highest tower within a
set amount of time.
Whoever builds the
highest tower wins!

Family members can build
a LEGO® masterpiece one
brick at a time. Pass a
bucket or opaque bag full
of LEGO bricks around the
table as family members
take turns pulling out a brick
or handful or bricks without
looking and place them on
the family masterpiece. At
the end, each person writes
down what they think the
object is and then tells the
family a story about it.

Let the imagination run wild
building any kind of object or
model. Then, the builder shares
their model with the rest of the
family. Taking turns, each family
member may ask the builder
only “yes” or “no” questions until
they guess what the object is in
less than 20 tries.
Variations:
Make up a riddle (e.g. “It goes in the water.
It rhymes with goat. What is it?”) Give hints
(e.g. “It begins with the letter B.”)

Work together as a family and use your
LEGO brick collection to create a holiday
scene or model. You can make anything
from a leprechaun or the Easter Bunny
to a parade with balloons and floats or
Santa’s sleigh and workshop at the North
Pole. Everyone gets to cooperate, share,
and take part in the building!

Using LEGO bricks,
create a tic-tac-toe
board. Use LEGO
bricks to mark your
move – perhaps a
particular color or
shape denotes an X
or an O. Score threein-a-row horizontally,
vertically or diagonally
to win, then pick your
bricks off the plate
and play again!

LEGO bricks can help develop and strengthen a family’s ability
to communicate with one another. Create two identical piles of
LEGO bricks (sizes, colors, etc. must be the same in each pile).
Family members pair up and either sit back-to-back or facing
one another with a barrier (like a book or box) standing
between them. One person then uses their pile of bricks
to build something. Once the model is complete, they
then must instruct the other person on how to build the
same exact model without looking. Give verbal clues
and instructions for which brick to place where.
When finished, turn around or remove the barrier
and see if the models match!

Choose a few of your
family’s favorite books,
then as a family, use
LEGO bricks to build
creative solutions that
reflect the book’s story!

All of the activities in this
booklet can be built from the
6177 Builders of TomorrowTM set!

6177 Builders of Tomorrow™ Set
Age 4+
650 pieces
LEGO bricks for endless building fun!
A box with all of the basic LEGO® 
bricks you need to build just about
anything – the only limit is your imagination!

for more ideas and activities
visit www.LEGOFamilyTime.com

